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The Negley Run Valley presents an urgent need to rein in 
the massive stormwater flows that pose a life-threatening 
hazard and overwhelm the sewer system. At the same 
time, and with a unified purpose, it can and should be 
seized as an extraordinary opportunity to restore greater 
ecological and recreational value to this underused area 
of Highland Park. Ultimately, a successful plan will tie the 
many communities within this watershed together through 
their shared interest in water quality and the benefits that 
can be realized from an integrative approach. 

In that spirit, the Negley Run Watershed Task Force 
(NRWTF) identified the need for a community-driven 
concept plan for this high priority area. The following plan 
addresses the lower portion of the Negley Run Valley, 

Introduction
north of the Velodrome, as the landscape intersects with 
the Allegheny River. It is the product of a workshop process 
led by the Pittsburgh Parks Conservancy (an NRWTF 
member) in partnership with the Pittsburgh Water and 
Sewer Authority (PWSA) in August 2018.

Over the years, many plans and concepts related to 
the Negley Run Watershed have been proposed. The 
concept that is presented here builds upon these 
previously proposed ideas to create a more defined and 
implementable plan. PWSA, as NRWTF’s primary liaison to 
move the project forward, will give this plan to the Army 
Corps of Engineers to inform the design which they will 
soon develop for this area.
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Our Process
To accomplish the desired concept plan, members of 
the NRWTF, including the Parks Conservancy and PWSA, 
organized an intensive design workshop, or charrette. 
City and agency representatives, key stakeholders, and 
interested design professionals were invited to planning 
events held on Tuesday and Wednesday, August 7 and 8. 
The two main components of the charrette were:

• A hike hosted by the NRWTF on the evening of 
August 7, 2018.  The event introduced watershed 
residents to the site’s current condition and history, 
while gathering community input about the area. 
(See Appendix for public comments.)

• The following day, a smaller group gathered for
the charrette to develop a vision for the valley.
Participants were asked to look at two levels of
ideas for the watershed. First, they took a broad
view of the valley from the intersection of Negley
Run Boulevard and Washington Boulevard to the
intersection of the Allegheny River.  Second, they
studied the area north of the velodrome to the
river in greater detail – the primary focus of the
charrette.

This summary report documents the discussions and ideas 
generated at these two public events. Participants adopted 
the primary goals of treating stormwater, reducing 
flooding, and improving visitor experience with unique 
amenities and enhanced natural ecosystems.

The process was designed to be engaging and 
participatory.  

Working charrette at Kingsley Association in Larimer

Hiking tour through the site
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Goals and Objectives

Overarching Framework Principle

A landscape plan that integrates and intertwines water, people, transportation, and ecosystems into a seamless, 
beautiful and functioning landscape system.

A plan that:
• Incorporates Green, Blue, Gray systems within a park setting
• Leverages infrastructure investment for community benefit
• Connects urban systems and neighborhoods to the river

Land as a framework, design for…
• Habitat repair
• Biodiversity
• Beauty

People as a framework, design for…
• Connectivity
• A seamless connection to and from the river
• Multi-modal transit
• Recreation
• Interaction with and learning about water
• Activation of riverfront

Water as a framework, design for…
• Stormwater management
• Improved water quality
• CSO reduction
• Public safety
• Flood mitigation
• Embracing “One Water” – thinking about the

system holistically -- from river, to drinking, to
waste, and back to river again

Infrastructure as a framework, design for…
• Making this area a gateway to the city
• Incorporating multi-modal, green boulevard

standards
• Improving circulation in all aspects

These principles were presented at the beginning of the 
charrette work session as a charge to the participants 
in their efforts.  The concept showcases how parks can 
become diverse landscapes that that provide multiple 
benefits including stormwater capture and treatment, 
flood control, recreational opportunities, and ecosystem 
enhancement.

Specific Frameworks for the Project

A set of “Framework Principles” were outlined to guide the charrette participants in developing their ideas.

Existing conditions at the popular Velodrome cycling track
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Partial site aerial Existing conditions in Highland Park

Current condition of the railroad tracks
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The Plan Summary 

Charrette participants were divided into four tables with residents and professionals from a diverse set of backgrounds, 
expertise, and interests.  The teams worked on ideas to solve key issues focusing on stormwater, flooding and mobility. 
Each team documented their table’s work, both in text and graphics.  After the work session, each team presented their 
ideas.  The follow is a summary of comments presented.

•	 Accommodate existing users and uses while 

integrating stormwater

•	 Integrate multi-modal modes of transportation 

•	 An option to raise Washington Boulevard and 

shift road intersection west; create a bridge at old 

intersection

•	 Look at the larger trail connections – create 

circulation loops in the valley and beyond

•	 Explore how to solve crossing the train tracks – 

surface, over and under

•	 Allow the park to act as a driver from an amenity 

perspective – every element should have a park 

style setting

•	 Keep the Velodrome but integrate green 

infrastructure

•	 Day-lighting of the creek; restore the Negley Run 

stream bed

•	 Stormwater basins should dissipate water flows 

prior to intersection; within the basins integrate 

	» new gathering spaces

	» a new playground (above Velodrome)

	» treehouses (below Velodrome)

•	 Provide for stepped detention pools – ecologically 

oriented with a boardwalk trail

•	 Link to the river and provide for a riverfront 

destination 

•	 Provide for a new intersection 

•	 Research access via a switchback to the Brilliant 

Viaduct as a future pedestrian and bike trail

•	 At the new intersection provide for riverfront 

access

•	 Design all infrastructure above ground for 

educational and ecological benefit

•	 Create a series of basins as park amenities which 

engage park users

•	 Design for wet weather and dry weather uses

•	 There are existing trees; devise a strategy for 

preservation, transplanting and for new plantings

•	 As an option, explore an elevated Washington 

Boulevard/Allegheny River Boulevard to enhance 

connections underneath to the river and to allow 

for free-flowing of stormwater out of the valley. 

•	 Design primarily for pedestrians – surface, bridges 

or underpasses to the river 

•	 Work in adjacent and upstream neighborhoods to 

capture stormwater 

•	 Balance stormwater management with floodway 

overflow

•	 Use the valley for stormwater management

•	 Raise Washington Boulevard/Allegheny River 

Boulevard for river connection, parks

•	 Creatively work with the railroad to solve crossing 

issues to open up the riverfront

•	 Trail connections should be regional

A Composite Plan

Recorded Workshop Notes 
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•	 Make everything visible - open trenches and glass 

pipes for education about the system

•	 Make the riverfront an active destination 

•	 Provide for a deeper water amenity, such as paddle 

boats

•	 Respect the cultural demographic and pay 

attention to “people” issues and how this new 

infrastructure impacts neighborhoods; think equity 

in design

•	 Champion green infrastructure in neighborhoods - 

catch it at the source

•	 Create “chill” spots

•	 Connection to river critical; design for complete 

natural systems

•	 Reduce lane widths to minimum dimensions on 

Washington Boulevard

•	 Adopt the “cloudburst” technique from 

Copenhagen, Denmark that accommodates surges 

of floodwaters within the urban environment

•	 Separate stormwater system from floodwaters and 

overflows from the combined sewer system

•	 Elevations must be carefully studied to ensure 

terraced stormwater pools are set at the correct 

elevations to drain from one pool to the next and 

into the river

•	 A berm or wall type system can be used to 

separate the stormwater from floodwaters and 

overflows from the combined sanitary system

•	 Relocate utilities under berms

•	 Prepare a guidebook that defines the different 

watersheds within neighborhoods that feed 

Negley Run as an educational tool

•	 Inform residents what they can do individually to 

reduce stormater impacts

•	 Ensure this Phase I plan fits into a larger regional 

strategy to reduce stormwater

•	 Engage people in the design process but also 

ensure that their voices are heard on use, 

programming, diversity, and equity.

Bird’s-eye view of Washington Boulevard to the Allegheny River
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Design Criteria
• Design and size this project with an understanding of

a larger regional strategy for the entire watershed, and
as a model strategy for other watersheds in the region.
The system designed from north of the Velodrome
to the Allegheny River is the first puzzle piece of a
regional system that will be added southward up
Washington Boulevard to Negley Run Boulevard, as
well as further south up Washington Boulevard to the
site of the former Silver Lake.

• Beyond this new valley infrastructure, develop a long-
term multi-neighborhood strategy that fosters the
inclusion of green infrastructure and phased project
expansion into the tributary neighborhoods within
the watershed to separate storm flows from combined
sewers.

• The park is the amenity. All elements associated with
the improved stormwater system should be integrated
into a park setting using park vocabulary and design
standards as outlined in the 2015 Regional Parks
Master Plan Update. All existing park uses, including
the Velodrome, should be incorporated into the new
design.

• A connected bike-ped trail system, coordinated with
the City Department of Mobility and Infrastructure
and the Pittsburgh Parks Conservancy, is a priority
improvement.

• New park amenities such as a playground and other 
family use areas should be included.

• Stormwater basins and other related infrastructure
should be visually expressed as learning tools and park
amenities.

• Plantings shall be native species to create habitat and
restore natural ecosystems.

• Plantings that are currently in the valley should be
transplanted to other sites in the park system or the
seeds saved to grow plant material for the new project.

• Integrate natural and engineered systems – water/blue, 
land/green and infrastructure/grey.

• Provide space within Highland Park -- retaining park
character and recreational purpose -- to separate
stormwater and overland flow from combined sewage,
preventing discharge directly to the river outfall.

• Surface storage area for overflow/backup water
should be safely sequestered to minimize contact with
humans.  In due time, as stormwater separations are
advanced upstream, overflow/backup volumes will
diminish, creating a tangible measurement of project
progress in the watershed.  At some point in the future
the sequestered storage area can be eliminated, and
the space reprogramed for increased public use.

• Use berms or separator walls as physical tools, set
at the right elevations, to separate stormwater from
overflow water.

• Utilities can be relocated within these berms and the
tops of the berms can be used for trails and other park
amenities.

• Similarly, realigning Washington Boulevard slightly
to the West could provide a physical barrier between
the stream flows (stormwater) and overflow storage
(combined sewage).

• Use excavated soils from stream and storage areas to
raise Washington Boulevard and the intersection with
Allegheny River Boulevard to an elevation above flood
stage.

• The intersection should provide a safe crossing at
Washington Boulevard for cyclists and pedestrians to
access the new extension of Highland Park fronting the
Allegheny River.

• Under the raised roadway, allow free-flowing water and
a trail connection to provide bicycle and pedestrian
access across Washington Blvd and to the riverfront
parkland.

• Some areas, including the stream and trail underpass,
may be designed to flood during peak storms. Signs
will inform users of flood risks.

• Extend Highland Park to the river, creating a riverfront
for the Regional Park. Make it an active destination and
park use area.

• Develop a shoreline outfall for stormwater as a focal
point of the park experience and water story.
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Inspiration

Natural riparian vegetation Pedestrian bridge

Artistic energy dissipator to reduce the force of stormwater flows

Native vegetation

Integrating park and railroad tracks

Artful stream course
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The Plan
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Section
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Next Steps

• Present this concept plan to the city and state
agencies that work with the community and non-profit
community to steward the land.

• PWSA will provide this document to the Army Corps of
Engineers and their consultant as a basis for the design
of this area.

• Share information with ALCOSAN’s team – focus on the
modelers and engineers – so they can determine how
this solution informs their deep tunnel efforts.

• Introduce this concept to the community groups that
represent the neighborhoods in this watershed.

• Provide the finished document online so that others in
the region may see the vision.

• Continue discussions of extending the restored stream
further south on Washington Boulevard and upstream
to the top of Negley Run Boulevard.

• Strategize about Silver Lake and other areas along 
Washington Boulevard between Silver Lake and Negley 
Run Boulevard to create a continuous corridor for free-
flowing water.

• Continue conversations with community groups and
residents about strategies for separating stormwater
flows for contribution to the new stream system.

• Participate in stakeholder meetings with all necessary
agencies.

• Continue the work within the Negley Run Watershed 
Task Force to collaborate on water-related projects; 
share best practices and work.
Coordinate with all necessary agencies and property 
owners, including PennDOT and the Allegheny Valley 
Railroad

•
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Precedents

Low profile pedestrian underpass Elevated roadway for park connectivity to the river

Constructed and naturalized riparian edges

Pedestrian scale railroad crossing

Constructed water course

Park and railroad track integration
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Definitions
Overflow – Any water that discharges from the sewer system 
(by way of CSO outfalls, manholes, drainage structures, 
basement drains, etc.) to any point upstream of the 
wastewater treatment plant.

Combined Sewer System – A piping system that transports 
both stormwater runoff and sanitary sewage in the same set 
of pipes. Functions well except when rainwater floods the 
system and the pipes overflow.

Combined Sewer Overflow (CSO) - The locations where 
untreated combined sewage discharges. Permitted CSO 
outfalls are generally located at points along the major 
rivers. Unpermitted CSOs occur at many points throughout 
the system, often within areas posing serious risk of human 
exposure. The USEPA has been requiring reductions in CSO, 
citing the Clean Water Act.

Culvert - A stormwater pipe, typically of short length, 
used to convey surface water beneath a roadway or other 
structure.

Watershed - Also called a drainage basin or catchment, this 
is the area of land that drains all the streams and rainfall to a 
common outlet such as the outflow of a reservoir, mouth of a 
bay, or any point along a stream channel.

Green Infrastructure - Stormwater management systems (or 
components of systems) that use plants and soil to convey, 
treat, and discharge stormwater in imitation of natural 
systems.

Stormwater Separation - The practice of diverting 
stormwater runoff (from rooftops or land surfaces) away 
from the sewer system for management within green 
infrastructure or other alternative management systems.

Basin - Temporary storage area for stormwater that helps 
reduce peak discharges downstream.  A basin may also be 
used to temporarily store combined sewage overflows.
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Appendix
Charrette Table Notes and Drawings
Comments from the Field Work
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Charrette Table Notes and Drawings

Table 1
• Elevate Allegheny River Boulevard and Washington

Boulevard

• Access to Highland Park pool area

• Deep outlet for large events (holding tank - huge) –

bigger sewage pipe

• More water features in Highland Park “Lake Carnegie”

and neighborhoods

• Eliminate surface flooding of sewage

• Enforce stormwater code (incentives)

• Get as many people upstream to capture 1-1/2” of

stormwater, collection points

• At ALL new and redevelopment sites and streets (have

people capture water)

• Parks as reservoir (Mellon Park?) Larimer Park

• Clear pipe to see stormwater visible interaction

• Interpretation! Signage

• Trail connectivity to neighborhoods
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Charrette Table Notes and Drawings

Table 2
• Debris off of Highland Drive + multiple tributaries

	» Stop debris – capture sediment

• Police station floods often

• Resident POV = sewer system awful, runoff does not go

in River

• Wide walking trail, already received funding

• Railroad

• 28,000 traffic count daily

• 63-93 million estimated volume

• Elevate road
	» Eliminates bathtub, potential bridge?
	» Don’t lose too much parkland on each side

• Use bathtub/moving water as resource/energy source?

• Bridge to meet Butler Street (which goes upward)

• Make traffic more efficient at intersection

• 213 water lines – lowering road = difficult

• PennDOT has no plans to study traffic

• Wetland in place of fire station and police station

• Trees!

• Level of disruption = high, start moving trees now,

plant them back

• As much shade as possible

• Doesn’t directly connect to river

• Elevated bridge for pedestrians?

• Elevator from converted railroad bridge down to public

property

• People are interested in accessing river from the suburbs

	» Currently not very convenient
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Charrette Table Notes and DrawingsCharrette Table Notes and Drawings

• Need to care for woodlands on slopes

• Connectivity between woodlands – across

Washington Boulevard

MISSING SYSTEMS AND CONSTRAINTS

• Ecological corridors

• People Access – bike/pedestrian access dangerous

(cars and steep slopes)

	» Missing connections

•  Bike fragmented (can you make a bike loop?)

• Lincoln Ave/Lemington Ave (no access)

	» Is this place a destination OR connection?

	» RR Bridge (across river to Aspinwall Parks)

	» Lack of public access to river (restricted by RR, 

currently in use five times per week)

• Steep slopes

	» In valley

	» And river

• Move fire/police center?

• VA facility

Do we understand sizing for this phase 3/section 3 

project?

• Issues w/designing first

• Alcosan needs one acre placeholder

• Utilities

• Taking one of two CSO lines for storm not feasible

• No planned changes to the Army Corps dam and

pools

• Archery group/tiny homes use open areas below

cycling track

• Ecologically  - existing wetland meadow

• Can we make water connection from Lincoln/

Lemington neighborhoods over/under Route 8?

• Raise Route 8? Also reroute Route 9=8?

	» Does it need to stay four lanes (with 

autonomous vehicles? Or other modal methods 

in the future?)

	» Liberty Bridge-style lane controls (three in – one 

out morning, etc.)

Table 3
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Charrette Table Notes and Drawings

Table 4
• Riverfront – connect to trail (planned) up Washington

Boulevard to Highland Park and/or unused rail line

• Surface flow at intersection to stormwater park.

Include energy dissipating steps. Include pier into

Allegheny River

• Daylight stream down Highland Drive.  Stepping pools/

cascade integrated with walking path.

• Link bike/walking path to Zoo

• Coordinate bike and walking paths to allow for large

surface stormwater detention adjacent to Washington

Blvd.

• Address primary sources of flow
	» Highland Drive
	» Schuman Juvenile Detention Center

• Maintenance needs/ efficiency

• Preserve newly planted trees.  Largest dawn redwood

planting in PA.

• Raise the roadway to intersection of Allegheny River

Boulevard and Washington Boulevard

• Provide playground for community.  Similar to

Lawrenceville – treehouse type (features climbing rock

slides

• Maintain pedestrian pathway along Negley Run Blvd.

• Affordability

• Hillside restoration

• Fishing Pier. Boat = rowing house

• Picnic shelters

• Complete street with traffic calming

• Railroad bridge convert to NYC Highline-type feature

providing connections from across river – crossover

and from Verona etc…

Charrette Table Notes and Drawings
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Comments from the Site Hike
• More focus on area at top of hills leading from

the neighborhoods of Highland Park, Homewood,

Larimer, etc.

• I’m not from this area, so I don’t have any ideas

about trails, amenities, or connection to the

river.  But I would love a beautiful wetland with

wooden walkways and an elevated roadway on the

northern end of Washington Boulevard

• Raise the road then figure the stream out

•  Start planning sewer separation up in

neighborhoods

•  What happens to the velodrome? Is there room to

put the stream in and maintain the velodrome?

• The redundant railroad bridge is Pittsburgh’s

Highline. We need people to believe in the

transformative power of creative repurposing of

our industrial past.

• Better river access

•  A reasonable way to cross Allegheny River

Boulevard

• When the levee comes down where does the water

go?

• Now that there is finally an effort underway to

address the longstanding problems of this site, I

very much hope that those in charge will choose

an innovative, creative, nature-based approach,

and not one that relies primarily on traditionally

engineered gray infrastructure, which has failed

us so many times before. Would love to see a

pathway to the river not just to outlet a restored

stream, but also for safe passage of humans. It

would transform this part of Highland Park.

• I envision: Woodland trails coming down from

Highland Park and the neighborhoods alongside

naturalized water features including rain chains, 

streams, etc. conveyed all the way to the Allegheny 

River, incorporating a retention pond at the end.

• Consideration of habitat preservation (i.e. avoid

dividing current habitats)

• I would really like to be able to walk from my

house in Highland Park to the river!  And to

Aspinwall – wouldn’t that be great!

• I’d love to see a stronger connection between

the river and pedestrian areas.  A means of safely

crossing Allegheny River Blvd., as well as greater

cooperation from the railroad owners/operators

could make the river much more accessible! And

this would be great!

• Better signage showing access points and parking

•  Designated pedestrian access to the main part of

Highland Park

•  Pedestrian crossings over Washington Blvd. – more

and better

• Interpretive signage

•  Geocaching

•  Pokemon GO

•  Crosswalk

• Does part of Washington Blvd need to be elevated

to allow flooding under it? Shield the roadway

edge to cut noise and improve air quality for the

adjacent wetland

• Road safety: possible to make the road higher to

reduce flooding?

•  Repurpose the railroad bridge from Highland Park

to Aspinwall

•  What do we need? Petition? City meeting? Vote?

Use people power to fight that railroad owner?

•  Flooding
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• Would be lovely to be able to get to the river

from the Washington Blvd area we walked. But

Choderwood is private property. So how is that

possible?

• Love the idea of converting the bridge into a bike/

walk bridge for connection to the other side.

•  Perhaps a crosswalk from Washington Blvd over

Allegheny River Boulevard
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